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Peal incomes of pensioners and those on
National Assist mce have gone up too after the
erious erosion of their value m the late 1940s
The retirement pension is still inadequate for a
decent We but that is because when the National
Insurance scheme was set up in 1948 it was toe
lieved that the nation could not afford anything
better and not becausp inflation has eroded the
value of the pension (see Q 24) Inflation can
no longer be deploredjon the main ground that it
leads to much hardship The main danger is that
British exports become imcompetitive and that
the balance of payments position deteriorates
and puts a brake on the giowth of the economy
Price Changes
In the calculation of real wages it is usual to
make use of the tndex of retail prices commonly
called the cost of living index This index is
calculated monthly by the Ministry of Labour
and m a few industries with sliding scale agree
ments wages are adjusted to take account of the
index In other industries the index has naturally
had an influence on the course of negotiations
Indeed up to 1958 it was probably the dominant
influence In no year before then had the annual
rise in prices been less than 2 per cent
 in 1951 Since then howe-ver the dominant
trend of import prices has been downwaids pnd
changes in prices of imports cannot be directly
blamed for the continuing use in prices since 1951
The source has to be looked for in the tenaencr
of wages salaries profits and other incomes to
rise faster than real output and this they have
done in almost every year since the war
Wages and Prices
Wage increases ire probably the most un
portant When a trade union negotiates a wage
advance for all or most of the employees in an
industry firms will immediately consider whether
they should increase their prices to cover their
increased wage costs As it is common practice
for firms to fix the sailing prices of their products
by first calculating the direct cost of labour and
of materials and then adding on a percentage to
cover overhead costs and profits they will tend
to want to raise then- prices not only to cover the
cost of the wage advance but al o to cover their
peicentage addition Moreover in deciding
whether or not their customers will stand foi such
increases firms will be influenced by the know
ledge that their competitors have to pay the
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1950
1955
1960
1965
1969
Food
311
65
98
107
124
146
Drink
65
}
QA
100
98
127
148
Tobacco
76
y*
98
112
146
168
Housing
109
83
98
132
169
206
Fuel and hfeht
65
65
92
117
150
181
Durable household goods
59
80
94
98
107
121
Clothing and footwear
92
83
98
104
114
125
Transport and vehicles
105
—
—
118
135
157
Services
63
73
97
115
147
186
Other goods
5o
77
96
120
140
170
All items
1000
74
97
111
132
155
I e  proportionate importance of item in total expenditure hi 1965
Price changes have not been the same for all
types of goods For instance between 1956 and
1965 when the total index rose by 32 per cent
housing went up by 69 per cent and fuel and light
by 50 per cent but the prices of food clothing
drink and especially durable household goods rose
less than the average Since rent fuel and food
form a much higher proportion of total expend!
tare for the poor and particularly for pensioners
than for most households it is possible that prices
rose more for the poor than for the rich over these
years
The Causes of Price Inflation
Prices charged m the shops aie determined by a
great many factors over many of which the
Government has little or no control First among
these is the price of imports Prices of imported
food and raw materials are determined in the
world markets m which Britain is only one of
many purchasers In the raw material markets
the TJ S A is usually the dominant purchaser and
prices depend greatly on the level of economic
activity there In. the food markets British
purchases are much more important since the
USA grows most of its own food and is a large
exporter of some foods Prices in raw material
markets are continually changing and can flue
tuate wildly For instance the average price of
copper rose 40 per cent between 1854 and 1965
and then fell back in 1957 to 10 per cent below its
1964 level Fluctuations at the time of the
Korean War were even more fantastic The price
of •wool rose over four times and then came down
just as abruptly to only a quarter above its earlier
level the price of rubber behaved similarly The
large rise in import prices coming on top of the
rise that had been brought about by devaluation,
caused the cost of living index to shoot up sharply
 increased -wages too and will probably therefore
be raising their prices So industry wide wage
advances—and changes m costs of materials—are
particularly likely to be passed on to the con
sumer and as wage earners are also consumers
to generate further demands for wage advances to
covei the increased prices Profits per unit also
go up under this tendency to set prices on a cost
jjlus basis but it is the wage advance which tends
to set the spiral off by providing the opportunity
for price increases
Once this spiral gets going it is very hard to
stop it In general the requirement is that wage
earnings should not rise faster than productivity
(output per man) But as in some industries
productivity is very slow to rise and as it would
be unfair and impracticable to exclude their
workers from participating in any general rise m
the standard of living this requirement means
that in industries with a rapid growth of produc
tivity wage advances should be kept well below
the rate of rise of productivity For two reasons
this is rather difficult iirst rising productivity
often raises the wages of some workers in these
industries automatically because they are paid by
results or through some incentive scheme The
rise of wages from this source takes the form of a
tendency on the part of earnings m these nidus
tries to rise faster than wage rates but that does
not mean that all employees benefit or that there
is any likelihood that the unions in these industries
will not press for the same rate of increase in wage
rates as is achieved m the slowly growing indue
tries Second employers in the rapidly growing
industries have far less reason to resist demands
for wage increases than those in slowly growing
industries Indeed they are quite likely to bid
up wages m order to get the labour they need
rather than to try to hold down wages
There are therefore major problems in prevent

